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Abstract 
 
The Swedish Government has set a goal to reach net zero emissions of greenhouse gases by 
2045, which together with the commissioning to the Swedish Housing Agency to prepare 
requirements for a climate declaration that shall reduce the climate impact from buildings, 
has enforce the AEC industry to provide solutions that help reach these targets. The 
introduction of the integration of BIM technologies, together with the LCA methodology has 
been suggested as a key solution to solve this problem. To achieve the results for this study, 
two main objectives were stablished. The first objective was to develop a BIM model in SMC 
able to produce automated climate calculations. The second objective was to perform 
interviews with relevant actors about this tool. The integration of those objectives helped to 
answer the research questions of this study. This study provides a way of performing 
automated climate calculations for construction projects using classification of materials in 
SMC and calculations in Excel. It also has the ability to perform data visualization of the 
carbon footprints of the complements in the 3D models of the project using the GWP of the 
chosen materials. It can be said that it is a great tool to introduce to decision-makers an easy 
way to identify the hotspots of carbon emissions and choose more sustainable alternatives. 
 
Keywords: Building Information Modelling (BIM), Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), Data 
Visualization, Carbon footprint, Automated climate calculations. 
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Sammanfattning  
 
Den Svenska Regeringen har fastställt ett mål att nå utsläppen av växthusgaser netto noll till 
2045, som tillsammans med uppdraget till Boverket att förbereda krav på en 
klimatdeklaration som ska minska klimatpåverkan från byggnader har tvingat AEC-industrin 
att tillhandahålla lösningar som hjälper till att nå dessa mål. Införandet av integrationen av 
BIM-teknologier tillsammans med LCA-metoden har föreslagits som en nyckellösning för 
att lösa detta problem. För att uppnå resultaten för denna studie fastställdes två huvudmål. 
Det första målet var att utveckla en BIM-modell i SMC som kunde producera automatiserade 
klimatberäkningar. Det andra målet var att genomföra intervjuer med relevanta aktörer om 
detta verktyg. Integrationen av dessa mål hjälpte till att besvara forskningsfrågorna i denna 
studie. Denna studie ger ett sätt att utföra automatiserade klimatberäkningar för byggprojekt 
med klassificering av material i SMC och beräkningar i Excel. Det har också förmågan att 
utföra datavisualisering av kolavtryck av komplementen i projektets 3D-modeller med GWP 
för de valda materialen. Det kan sägas att det är ett bra verktyg att introducera för 
beslutsfattare ett enkelt sätt att identifiera de hotspots som koldioxidutsläpp och välja mer 
hållbara alternativ. 
 
Nyckelord: Building Information Modeling (BIM), livcykel analys (LCA), datavisualisering, 
koldioxidavtryck, automatiserad klimatberäkningar. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 
All over the world, the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) sector plays a 
major role in society. Just in the EU, this industry sector provides 18 million direct jobs and 
contributes to about 9% of the EU's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (E.U.B.I.M, 2017). From 
an environmental point of view, it also has a key position. Natural resources are consumed 
in a large amount for the construction industry (Yeheyis et al., 2013), contributing to their 
depletion and to the generation of significant greenhouse gas emissions (Costa et al., 2013; 
Dimoudi and Tompa, 2008). In Sweden, this sector accounted for emissions of greenhouse 
gases of approximately 11 million tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2eq), which 
corresponds to 18% of Sweden’s total greenhouse gas emissions (Boverket, 2018). The 
Swedish Government has set a goal to reach net zero emissions of greenhouse gases by 2045, 
in accordance with the Swedish political climate framework introduced in 2017 (Government 
Offices of Sweden, 2017). Due to those facts, the concerns regarding sustainability have been 
growing and the sector has focused on developing and implementing new business strategies, 
methods and tools that reduces the sector’s impact on the environment (Hallberg & Tarandi, 
2011). 
 
Larsson et al. (2017) performed a study on a building structure where all stages of a building 
lifecycle data were calculated over a 50 years period and found that roughly 40% to 50% of 
the total climate impact occurs during the construction, maintenance an eventual end-of-life 
demolition of the building. Therefore, it is necessary to implement approaches that consider 
the whole life-cycle during the design phase of a project, to compare different alternatives 
and choose the most sustainable ones (Fernández-Sánchez, 2015). Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA) is an objective methodology for assessing energy and environmental loads of 
activities and processes and has its principles and framework in the ISO 14040:2006 and its 
requirements and guidelines in the ISO 14044:2006 (ISO, 2006). It can predict the 
environmental impacts of a project through their lifecycle, so that sustainable decision-
making can be adopted (Russell-Smith et al., 2015). However, it is known that the data 
collection can be difficult and time-consuming due to the numerous materials and processes 
involved in a construction project (Anand & Amor, 2017). 
 
In this context, Building Information Modelling (BIM) can be an opportunity to integrate the 
LCA methodology in the AEC sector. BIM software can store graphical information as well 
as material properties, therefore it reduces considerably the amount of time and effort to 
manage graphics and data about the project (Barlish & Sullivan, 2012). By implementing 
LCA with BIM, it can be possible to reduce the time-consuming nature of the LCA for 
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collecting data as it allows for performing quick quantity take-offs (Ajayi et al., 2015; Wiberg 
et al., 2014). When used at an early-design phase of a project, both LCA and BIM, can 
provide great support during the decision-making processes in the AEC sector (Peng, 2016). 
 
Another major benefit of BIM is the capacity to use visualization tools to visualize models. 
These tools can use as a base the relevant data that shall be addressed, so the components of 
the model can be visualized in different colors according to their values. During the design 
process of a project many stakeholders are involved. These different stakeholders, with 
different points of view, see the design process from different perspectives, such as 
professionals and non-specialists (Bouchlaghem et al., 2005). As stated by Bouchlaghem et 
al. (2005), 3D visualization tools may represent an opportunity to share understanding across 
interdisciplinary groups. With the possibility to include life-cycle analysis data into the BIM 
models, it is possible to produce automated climate calculations an visualize the carbon 
footprint of the components, which would facilitate decision-makers to identify important 
sources of emissions (Wong et al., 2013). It is argued that a 3D value-based model may give 
a more understandable overview of the life cycle performance of a project than if presented 
in tables and graphs (Hallberg & Tarandi, 2011), which can be used as a decision-support 
tool for relevant stakeholders. 
 
BIM has been suggested for many years to be used as a solution to produce automated climate 
calculations and speed up the production of LCAs, however when it comes to the practice, it 
usually doesn’t work like this. When an integration of BIM and LCA wants to be developed, 
there is usually a gap of knowledge between those two methodologies, which sometimes 
makes their communication harder between different disciplines, especially for 
environmental consultants. It is therefore important to understand how the integration 
between different methodologies from different areas, could increase the communication 
between different disciplines, so everyone could understand in an easier way what everyone 
wants to present in their results.  
 

1.2 Aim 
 
The aim of this research is to evaluate the opportunities of using a visualization tool for 
carbon footprints and automated climate calculations in the design of a construction project, 
which integrates the LCA methodology with BIM technology, to increase the communication 
efficiency of the results of environmental consultants to other disciplines, but also increase 
their environmental conscious from other disciplines. Therefore, the study aims to answer 
the following questions: 
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1.- In what ways automated climate calculations and the use of a valued-based visualization 
tool for carbon footprints could support the decision-making process in the design of a 
construction project to reach lower-impact design proposals? 

2.- What are the strengths and weaknesses of performing automated climate calculations and 
using a value-based visualization tool for carbon footprints? 

3.- When should the automated climate calculations and the visualization tool be 
implemented to have the greatest influence for choosing more sustainable alternatives? 

To be able to answer those research questions, two objectives had to be achieved. Setting up 
the connection between a BIM model and climate calculator for the specific case studied was 
the first objective. The objective was related to answer the second research question, by using 
the experience of the user, but also to make the interviewees understand the whole process 
and get their opinion of it as “non-experts” of this tool. The second objective was to develop 
interviews with relevant actors in the project used as case study to answer the first and third 
question. 
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  2. Background Theory 
 

2.1 Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
 
Building Information Modelling has been in the latest years, one of the most promising 
developments in the AEC sector, and its possibility to implemented further will bring several 
more benefits (Hallberg & Tarandi, 2011). Many BIM definitions can be found among the 
industry, academia and authorities. As stated by Hallberg & Tarandi (2011), BIM is a concept 
and methodology to describe, simulate and document a project physical and functional 
characteristics during its life cycle.  A more detailed description of the concept of BIM can 
be found in the “BIM Guide Overview” from the General Service Administration (2007) 
which is defined as follows: 
 
Building Information Modeling is the development and use of a multi-faceted computer 
software data model to not only document a building design, but to simulate the construction 
and operation of a new capital facility or a recapitalized (modernized) facility. The resulting 
Building Information Model is a data-rich, object-based, intelligent and parametric digital 
representation of the facility, from which views appropriate to various users’ needs can be 
extracted and analyzed to generate feedback and improvement of the facility design. (GSA, 
2007, p. 3) 
 
BIM is characterized for having a parametric and object-orientated approach, which means 
that a BIM model will not just be a stack of lines, but a stack of parametric objects with 
containing relevant information about themselves and the relations to other objects (Hallberg 
& Tarandi, 2011). To enhance the information and increase the productivity in the 
construction processes, open standards have been created, which allow interoperability 
between different software from the AEC sector. An example of an open standard is the 
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data model developed by BuildingSMART International, 
which has its standard in the ISO 16739 (ISO, 2013). The reason to develop the IFC standard 
was to provide general definitions of objects and data from which more detailed and task-
specific models, supporting particular exchanges, could be defined (Eastman et. al., 2011). 
In connection to the point previously mentioned, the IFC can address all building information 
for the entire lifecycle of the project, going from early stages of a project (feasibility and 
planning) through design, construction, and operation until the end of the life cycle 
(Khemlani, 2004). Therefore, open standards facilitate the workflow and communication 
between software applications and the different stakeholders in a project.  
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To have a control on how the development of a model ongoing, the British Standards 
Institution (BSI) published in 2013 the standard “PAS 1192:2 2013 - Specification for 
information management for the capital/delivery phase of construction projects using 
building information modelling”, where they stablished the concepts of Level of Detail 
(LoD) and Level of Information (LoI). The LoD relates to the graphical content of the model 
while the LoI relates to the non-graphical content. These two components together define the 
Level of Model Definition (LoMD). Figure 1 shows a description of what the different stages 
of the LoMD should contain. 
 

 
Figure 1. Different stages of the LoMD (EvolveConsultancy, 2019). 
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2.2 Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) in the AEC sector 
 
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) can address the environmental aspects and potential impacts 
(e.g. use of resources and the environmental consequences of releases) throughout a product, 
material or service's life cycle from raw material acquisition through production, use, end-
of-life treatment, recycling and final disposal (i.e. cradle-to-grave) (ISO, 2006). In this case, 
an LCA perspective will be used to estimate the total carbon footprint of a construction during 
its design phase.  The International Standards Organization (ISO) has presented the principles 
and framework for an LCA and its requirements and guidelines in the 14040 and 14044 
standards respectively (ISO, 2006). Those standards structure the LCA in 4 different steps: 
Goal and scope definition, Inventory analysis (LCI), Impact assessment and Interpretation. 
The LCI is considered the most complicated part of an LCA regarding construction projects, 
due to the amount of processes and the high number of materials involved (Anand & Amor, 
2017). 
 
As stated by Anand and Amor (2017), the construction phase inventory data for LCA of a 
construction project will largely dependent on the LCA data of building components and 
materials. This inventory data is usually obtained from environmental product declarations 
(EPDs) or from databases from the AEC sector (e.g. Byggkatalogen, which is a database 
developed by SvenskByggtjänst for Swedish construction products), thus the source of the 
data, the age and the data collection method will influence the final results of the LCA, 
causing variations when comparing them to different data sources. Therefore, the ISO 
14044:2006 for data quality outlines the importance of representative data at three levels of 
coverage: time-related, geographical and technological coverage (ISO, 2006). A research 
made by Rasmussen et al. (2018), has pointed out the lack of consistency in the way building 
LCA’s are carried out, not only in terms of the indicators and the background data used for 
calculating the embodied impacts, but also in terms of how the system boundary is defined 
(e.g. cradle to gate, cradle to grave, cradle to cradle), which at the end will determine the 
scope of the LCA study. More specific information about the LCA methodology can be found 
in the ISO standards 14040:2006 and 14044:2006. 
 
Apart from the issues previously mentioned, It has been reported by Takano et al. (2015) and 
Rist (2011), that in most of the cases data is missing, especially in the design phase. This 
problem entails practitioners and developers to often face the issue of selecting the right data 
in cases where data is missing and leads to them to make assumptions (Peng, 2016), which 
affect the results of the LCA study. Sometimes it is possible to ask the designers for different 
material information, but it may also be possible that those requirements will come in a later 
stage or that they will be decided by the contractor and not by the designers.  This issue is a 
matter of the inventory level of detail at the time when the LCA is performed. The access to 
a high level of detail for the specific building is based on knowledge that is progressively 
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developed alongside the development of the building project itself (Rasmussen et al. 2018), 
therefore it is important to define at the beginning of an LCA study the selection of building 
life cycle stages and the building model scope of the project. 
 
When developing an LCA, there are different impact categories that can be taken into 
consideration, e.g., human toxicity, eutrophication, marine ecotoxicity, according to what 
was stablished during the “goal and scope” definition. Global warming potential (GWP) is 
one of the most common environmental impacts considered when performing an LCA and 
can assess the contributions to climate change through the change of land use and the release 
of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere, being the second one the focus of this study. GWP 
represents a reference measure of how much heat a given greenhouse gas contributes to 
Earth´s radiative forcing (IPCC, 2007). The common reference standard for greenhouse gas 
effects is carbon dioxide (CO2), while all the other greenhouse gases are referred as having 
a “CO2 equivalence effect”, which is a multiple of the heat trapping capability of the carbon 
dioxide (IPPC, 2007). The total GWP of a construction project will be expressed in kg of 
CO2 equivalent (kg of CO2eq) and will represent the results of the climate calculations. 
Section 2.2.1 gives more details on the specifications for  how the climate calculations were 
performed for this study using information from a climate calculator created by the 
consultancy agency WSP and the Swedish Transport Administration. 
 
If the goal is to achieve more sustainable constructions, it is suggested to focus on the design 
phase of the project i.e., considering the impact of the project in the earliest stages of its 
construction (Buyle et al. 2013). Malmqvist et al. (2011) suggested the use of programs such 
as BIM to obtain data and hence rough LCA results during the design phase and developed 
guidelines for implementing LCAs in a more simplified level. It should be reminded that the 
results will reflect the level of simplification employed (Lewandowska et al., 2015), thus 
early design stage evaluations may prompt relevant inventory simplifications and cut-off 
practices and hence result in lower calculated embodied greenhouse gas emissions results 
(Rasmussen et al. 2018). At the end, the reliability of the results will depend on the scope of 
the study, i.e., if two alternatives need to be compared to achieve a lower-impact design, a 
simplified LCA may be enough and good to do in an early design phase; but if the total 
climate impact of the whole project needs to be calculated, an LCA performed in later stages 
may be more relevant for the results in accordance to the availability of relevant data and 
level of detail wanted. 
 
2.2.1 Swedish Transport Administration’s climate calculator (Klimatkalkyl) 
 
Klimatkalkyl is a model developed by WSP at the request of, and in consultation with the 
Swedish Transport Administration (STA) to prepare for its proposed National Transport Plan 
2014-2025 (Toller, 2018). The model applies the basic principles of LCA in accordance with 
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ISO 14044 (ISO, 2006). The model calculates energy use (primary energy) and climate load 
in the form of greenhouse gas emissions potentially affecting the climate (GWP quantified 
as emissions of CO2eq.) for an object or a measure by multiplying resource use by emission 
factors. The emission factors constitute background, or generic, LCA data that is 
geographically representative of the area and that has ideally conservative average values for 
today’s most common techniques , to achieve more realistic results (Toller & Larsson, 2017). 
The STA accepts LCA data coming from published environmental product declarations 
(EPDs) in accordance with the standard for EPDs published as EN 15804 by the European 
Committee for Standardization under Technical Committee 350 (CEN, 2013). Klimatkalkyl 
considers raw material extraction, processing and transportation (within the processing 
chain) of materials, construction, operation and maintenance. Transport from production to 
the site, emissions from future traffic use of the infrastructure, and disposal of any residue 
are not included (Toller & Larsson, 2017). Figure 2. Shows some of the materials that are 
included in the STA Klimatkalkyl with their climate emission factor and unit. The exact 
information on how and from where each emission factors were gathered can be found in the 
Klimatkalkyl webapp from the STA. 
 
The climate calculations should be performed from the early planning stage, so different 
solutions can be compared on a network level, and throughout the whole design process for 
the specific solutions chosen, until the construction is finished (Toller & Larsson, 2017). 
Hence, climate calculations are systematically being performed and up-to-date, which will 
serve as a decision support throughout the planning and design process and are used to 
support decision-making (i.e. what to build and how to build it in order to optimize climate 
performance) and for monitoring (Toller & Larsson, 2017). As the project proceeds, the 
results will gradually become more precise for the reason that more information will be 
available. More specific information about the Klimatkalkyl model and how it should be 
implemented can be found in the STA’s guideline TDOK 2015:00075. It has been regularly 
used since 2015 by the STA to implement a lifecycle thinking to all the new projects that 
have an investment greater than SEK 50 million and for those projects that are included in 
the Sweden´s National Transport Plan (Toller, 2018).  
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Figure 2. Climate emission factors and units of different materials from the STA Klimatkalkyl. 

 

2.3 Integration of BIM and LCA 
 
It is necessary to have a solid combination between BIM tools and sustainability standards 
when promoting the decision-making process at an early stage of designing a construction 
project, in order to evaluate the various impacts in terms of design, operation, and 
maintenance in addition to applying multi-dimensional visualization technology that 
promotes the concept of sustainable built environment (Bank et. al., 2010). When talking 
about the use of LCA as a base for the decision-making process, it is limited mostly to 
research and is not widely adopted by building practitioners due to lack of LCA expertise 
(Means & Guggemos, 2015) and by the fact that LCA may not be concern for clients or other 
relevant stakeholders (Han & Srebric, 2015). However, the necessity to take action against 
different environmental issues, has started a will to change the AEC sector towards a more 
sustainable industry with higher resource efficiency, e.g., a study performed by Florell et al. 
(2017) showed that there is an awareness and willingness of Swedish municipalities to 
increase the use of LCA, plus some of them have established requirements and incentives for 
life-cycle thinking in construction projects. 
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With BIM it is possible to have access to all information inside the components of the project, 
i.e., material information, densities, quantities, etc; that can be used to calculate different 
environmental impacts of a project. Therefore, LCA can be then used to compute the impact 
of the materials so different materials can be then selected to model different scenarios thus 
allowing to compare the impact of the use of one material versus the other (Anand & Amor, 
2017). Basbagill et al., (2013) declared that this combination could be a part of an integration 
procedure between BIM and LCA in order to appraise the decision-making process at an 
early stage of designing a construction project. This integration could be achieved by 
combining the decision-making process with sustainable design procedure.  
 
It was found by Soust-Verdaguer et al. (2017) that several case studies of integrated BIM and 
LCA in the AEC sector simplify quick and effective results during the early stages of design. 
However, most of the studies that used BIM to conduct LCA during early stages of a 
construction project have faced the same problem, the level of geometry and the information 
inside the components necessary to conduct a complete LCA is not yet available in the BIM 
models (Meex et al., 2018), which are determined by the LoMD. Apart from the issue of 
missing information in the models, modelling practices still vary greatly between areas, 
purposes of the model, and even between individuals who have created the model. This also 
create implications on the usability of the model for automated LCA calculations and the 
reliability of the results, therefore, it is recommended to create a set of modelling 
requirements for the design teams that they can use to ensure their model’s suitability to 
conduct an optimal LCA.  
 
Different softwares have been developing in the last years to use the integration of BIM 
technologies with the LCA methodology to produce automated climate calculations. Two 
examples of softwares that are using this integration are OneClickLCA and Tally. 
OneClickLCA is an automated LCA tool developed by Bionova Ltd. In Helsinki, 2011; 
which bases its working principles on an automated LCA process over a web interface, which 
can be integrated to a compatible software through compatible open standards (Bionova, 
2015). Tally was born in 2008 when KT Innovations partnered with Autodesk to produce a 
plugin for Revit where it is possible to quantify emissions to land, air, and water, but also 
factors a building or material´s embodied environmental impacts (KTInnovations, 2014). 
Both tools have the power to conduct complete LCAs of buildings or use LCA data to run 
comparative analyses of various design options, plus they also allow the users to produce 
data graphics that re readily comprehensible, transparent and customizable, to be suitable to 
use in decision-making processes. The value-based visualization tool for automated climate 
calculations used in this research was developed in Solibri Model Checker (SMC), where it 
is possible to integrate different BIM models into one, classify the different components, 
produce automated quantifications and visualize, using a 3D model, the carbon footprints 
generated by each component according to their volumes, materials and global warming 
potential factor. 
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2.4 Data visualization in decision-making processes 
 
As defined by Kirk (2016), Data Visualization is the representation and presentation of data 
to facilitate understanding. Firstly, data is any value that is textual and/or numeric in format, 
typically held in datasets in table form, with rows of records and columns of different 
variables, and each of those values can be read as individual data points (Kirk, 2016). The 
way on how one wants to show visually the data is called data representation (e.g., different 
types of charts), thus the presentation of data concerns all the other visible design decisions 
that make up the overall visualization anatomy (Kirk, 2016). Finally, the main goal of using 
data visualization is to facilitate the understanding of the data that we want to present. 
 
When a viewer consumes a visualization, he or she will go through a process of 
understanding regarding three stages: perceiving, interpreting and comprehending (Kirk, 
2016). Explained in a short way, perceiving concerns the act of simply being able to read a 
chart, interpreting happens when the viewer seeks to convert the perceived values into some 
form of meaning and comprehending involves reasoning the consequence of the previous 
stages to arrive at a personal reflection of what all this means to the viewer (Kirk, 2016). 
 
During the design phase of a construction project, many stakeholders from different 
disciplines are involved. These different stakeholders go from professionals, such as 
architects, engineers and planners to non-specialists, such as users and clients, who will view 
the design process from different perspectives (Bouchlaghem et al., 2005). As mentioned 
before, data visualization can facilitate the sharing and understanding of knowledge across 
different interdisciplinary groups and have all the relevant actors at the same level of 
understanding. Regarding the climate calculations of a construction project, it can be possible 
to use the integration of BIM models and LCA perspective to produce a 3D model where it 
can be possible to visualize different environmental impacts of the components contained 
inside of the models, which in this case, will allow us to visualize the GWP in kg of CO2eq 
of the components. 
 
2.5 Description of work-flow between BIM-LCA for decision support 
analysis 
 
Najjar et al. (2017) developed a flowchart that provides a workflow for decision support 
analysis for BIM and LCA integration during the early design stages of a construction project. 
The flow-chart can be found in Figure 3. This process is entirely dependent on the integration 
and data exchange between the LCA application and the BIM software (Soust-Verdaguer et 
al., 2017). The LCA framework is based on the ISO 14040 and 14044 guidelines, which 
include the four main steps in the LCA methodology (Goal and Scope, Inventory Database, 
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Impact Assessment, Interpretations) and can be found colored in yellow in Figure 3. 
Regarding the BIM framework, Succar (2009) proposed three main axes for the BIM domain: 
BIM Fields, where domain players and their deliverables are identified; BIM Stages, where 
the implementation of maturity levels is delineated; and BIM Lenses, which provide the 
depth and breadth of enquiry necessary to identify, assess and qualify BIM Fields and BIM 
Stages.  
 

 
Figure 3. Flowchart of decision support analysis (Najjar et al., 2017). 

As showed in the flowchart, the BIM framework starts with the development of the BIM 
Fields. During this step, the required clusters, interactions and overlaps between the different 
parties of the applied technologies, processes and policies are conducted (Succar, 2009), or 
as mentioned by Zhou et al. (2017), it means to determine the participants of the BIM 
implementation. To explain in more detail, BIM Fields can be divided in three fields: 
Technology, which clusters the actors in charge of developing new software, hardware, and 
net-working systems necessary to increase efficiency, productivity and profitability in the 
AEC sector; Process, which clusters a group of players who procure, design, construct, 
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manufacture, use, manage and maintain structures; and Policy, which are focused in 
preparing practitioners, delivering research, distributing benefits, allocating risks and 
minimizing conflicts within the AEC industry (Succar, 2009). Figure 4 shows the different 
actors and their deliverables inside the three BIM Fields. At the same time the goal and scope 
of the project need to be stablished to follow the LCA framework.  

 
Figure 4. The three interlocking Fields of BIM activity (Succar, 2009). 

The second step is to determine the performance parameters of the study by identifying the 
BIM Stages, which are subdivided in different phases, such as the development of the 3D 
models for each discipline, the collaboration and integration of design based in the local 
environment and the development of the LCI database; therefore, this stage will determine 
the maturity level of the BIM implementation (Succar, 2009). The following step will be to 
clarify the conceptual framework of the project. At this step the LCIA is developed and 
integrated with the BIM Lenses, which represents the BIM benefit indicators (Zhou et al., 
2017). Those benefits, which include BIM deliverables, 3D smart objects, estimations of 
energy simulation and time and cost schedules, are necessary to reach the objectives of the 
project such as achieving sustainability standards, time and cost efficiency, compliance 
criteria, etc. (Najjar et al., 2017). However, Najjar et al. (2017) suggest an interconnection 
between the conceptual framework and the performance parameters, which allows 
performing modifications and simulations within the deliverables of the project, in order to 
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find the best proposal that fits the project requirements. The final step of the flowchart is to 
perform the interpretation of the evaluation of results obtained from the conceptual 
framework and that will show the outcomes of the BIM and LCA integration (Najjar et al., 
2017).  
 
The research developed in this study will lie under the interconnection between the 
conceptual framework and the performance parameters. The reason for this was because the 
researcher got as case study a project that was under that time in a stage (design phase) where 
all the models from different disciplines were under development and the information 
available inside those models was then used to produce the LCI and secondly the automated 
climate calculations. It is important to mention that the main focus of this research will lie in 
the development of the conceptual framework stage, where a BIM model was developed to 
produce automated climate calculations in order to assess the use of a 3D visualization tool 
for carbon footprints of different components.  
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3. Methodology 
 

3.1 Research Approach 
 
The qualitative tradition is characterized by the reject of the positivist “rules”; therefore, it 
strongly argues the value of depth over quantity to understand and truly explore the processes, 
interactions and lived experiences that form the individuals, institutes and cultural groups 
(O’Leary, 2017). Most of the times, qualitative methods rely upon interpretivist approaches. 
In the Verstehen sociology of Max Weber (1978) he claimed that the aim of understanding 
the subjective meanings of persons in studied domains is essential in the interpretive 
paradigm (Goldkuhl, 2012). The interpretivism philosophy is then characterized by the will 
of the researcher to interpret the components of the study, thus it will focus in the human 
itself and the interpretation of his experience into the study, but also attempt to drive change 
and has an express goal of going beyond knowledge. 
 
One of the key methodologies that researchers use to understand the complex world and the 
lived experiences of the individuals regarding of the context is phenomenology. Boland 
(1985) states that “phenomenology is a preferred approach for the study of information 
systems because it is a way of study that respects the intentionality of actors, the symbolic 
nature of language and universal hermeneutic problem” (Boland, 1985, p. 200). Therefore, 
the phenomenology approach will be followed through this research, but in order to improve 
a situation by trying new things, an evaluative research also needs to be included. The 
evaluative approach attempts to determine the value of an initiative, it identifies its 
consequences as well as its opportunities for modification and improvement (O’Leary, 2017).  
 
The phenomenology and evaluation approach are useful in relation to the aim of this thesis 
because they will make understand how the “Value-based visualization tool” will be used 
and interpreted by the relevant actors and decision-makers of the project, to choose 
alternatives that generates less carbon footprints. Therefore, the study will focus in the mere 
experience of interpreting the results from the visualization tool as a support for the decision-
making process in the design phase of a real-life project, but also in the performing of 
automated climate calculations to calculate the total carbon footprint of the construction 
project. If the research is conducted following the evaluative principles, it can be a key 
strategy for supplying decision-makers with data they need for rational, informed, evidence-
based decision-making improvements (O’Leary, 2017).  
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3.2 Research Strategy 
 

 
Figure 5. Research Strategy to answer the research questions. 

With the intention of answering the research questions mentioned at the beginning of this 
document, the research focused in two objectives: setting up the Solibri model and the 
development of interviews based on the whole process of developing the model and the 
visualization of the results, as seen in Figure 5, which shows how the research strategy was 
divided to answer the research questions. 
 
Setting up the Solibri model was the first objective. It was possible by the integration of 
different models from different disciplines into one main model, containing enough metadata 
to perform the climate calculations in an automated way and to be able to visualize the Global 
Warming Potential (GWP) of the different components using the value-based visualization 
tool. Snapshots of the models from different disciplines that were included in the automated 
climate calculations for the case study can be found in Figure 6. More information about 
some of the components and their specifications that were inside of the different models can 
be found in Appendix I. All the different implications founded during the setting up of the 
model are described later in section 5.1.  
 
The second objective was focused in the development of the interviews. Those interviews 
were performed along relevant stakeholders of the project to ask them about their experience 
and opinion about the visualization tool for carbon footprints. The performance of the 
interviews was used to produce the primary data for the results, by interpreting what the 
actors really feel and think about the tool and to answer the necessary research questions for 
the aim of this study.  
 

Research Strategy

Development of 
the Solibri Model RQ 2

Interviews

RQ 1

RQ 2

RQ 3
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Figure 6. Snaps of different models in Solibri. 

 

3.3 Development of the Solibri model for automated climate 
calculations and value-based visualization of the carbon footprint 
 
The first step on the production of the 3D model in Solibri was to find relevant models from 
the disciplines involved in the project which contained enough metadata to perform 
automated climate calculations. One requisite for these models was that they needed to be in 
IFC format, which is the common format for BIM models. The reason for having the models 
in IFC format was because SMC can only produce calculations on models that are developed 

Model including all disciplines Structural Model

Water and Inner Sewage 
Model Electricity Model

Geotechnical Model Signal Model
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to work within the BIM parameters, which allows the interoperability between different 
softwares, e.g., Revit, Tekla, Sketch Up, etc. Those models that were in IFC format and that 
were relevant for the climate calculations of the project, were imported into Solibri, where a 
new main model (formed by the integration of the imported models) was created. Figure 7 
provides a flow on how the different classifications that enabled the automated climate 
calculations were performed, which will be better described in section 5.1. 
 

 
Figure 7. Classification flow for the automated climate calculations in Solibri. 

3.3.1 Solibri Model Checker (SMC) 
 
Solibri Model Checker (SMC) is a BIM quality assurance software solution that analyzes 
architectural and engineering designs for integrity, quality and physical safety. It is 
characterized for the ability to integrate different discipline models into one model to visually 
identify problems using a 3D navigation. Another major benefit of SMC is the possibility to 
create different rulesets that allows you to produce automated classifications. In addition, 
SMC includes a functionality that is called Information TakeOff (ITO), which allows the user 
to analyze and extract component’s information available in the BIM models. Figure 8 shows 
a snapshot of the information that was available during the ITO which included, all the 
different classifications, quantities and measures of the components,  as well as any property 
values that were within a property set.  
 
SMC was the software used to produce the value-based visualization tool with the features 
previously mentioned. The ITO functionality allows the user to export all that information 
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into an Excel template, where the extracted information was used to perform the automated 
climate calculations and determine the carbon footprint of each element, the carbon footprint 
of each material and the total carbon footprint of the whole construction project. The reason 
for choosing SMC was because it allows the user to freely navigate through the 3D model, 
and with the possibility to produce classifications for the different components and add colors 
to those classes, the user can easily identify the desired hotspots in an interactive way.  
 

 
Figure 8. Information TakeOff view in SMC. 

3.3.2 Definition of the value-based colors in Excel 
 
To add the colors applied to the total carbon footprints of each classified material, it was 
necessary to program an Excel based tool for color gradient generation, where four constants 
manipulated exponential functions in different ways. As a result, one can generate color 
gradients with the following options: 
 

1) one color transitions to another color. 
2) one color transitions to 2nd, 3rd and eventually 4th color. 
3) one color is used in different saturations. 

 
When one has set the constants, the input number decides what color will be assigned to the 
cell where the number is, which will be representative of the total amount of kg of CO2 eq. 
for each of the classified materials. The algorithm can work with color nuances; hence each 
input number can be assigned its own color, however the user has the possible to restrict the 
nuanced to a certain number of steps. 
 

3.4 Interviews as a method 
 
The reason for having interviews on a qualitative study is to understand themes of the lived 
daily world from the subject’s own perspective (Kvale, 1994). At the beginning of this 
research, the purpose was to include only actors that were actively involved in the project 
used as a case study; however, one environmental consultant from outside the project got 
interested in participate and some of his statements were also included as part of the results. 
The interviews were developed following an informal and semi-structured style. The semi-
structured flow was chosen because apart from having a sequence of suggested questions to 
be covered, there is, at the same time, an openness to changes of sequences and forms of 
questions in order to follow up the answers given by the subjects (Kvale, 1994). Because of 
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this, all the questions were being developed according to how the interview was going and 
to the answers from the interviewees. Following a semi-structured style, allowed to make the 
interviews in casual style to minimize the tension between the interviewer and the 
interviewee and open new lines of conversation (O’Leary, 2017). It was aimed for the 
interviews to proceed as a normal conversation but with a specific purpose and structure, 
which is characterized by a systematic form of questioning.  
 
The biggest limitation encountered for the performance of the interviews was that most of 
the actors involved in the project didn’t have time to participate in the interviews. It was 
intended in the beginning to perform a workshop where the interested actors could have a 
live explanation on how all the process for the automated climate calculations work and let 
them explore and produce their own calculations, but since this research had no funds, it was 
not time and cost efficient for the company to develop this workshop. To fix the problem of 
time and costs, the best solution that was found was to send an invitation email to participate 
on an interview for this study to relevant actors in the project, where a video showing the 
principles of the value-based visualization tool for carbon management was included, using 
the same case study to illustrate the different carbon footprints of the components in the 
project. Apart from this, during the 21th of May of 2019, a presentation was held were the 
case study and the use of the value-based visualization tool were presented to the clients and 
the environmental consultants that were present and involved in the project used as case 
study. All the interviews were audio recorded to preserve raw data in case of later review.  
 
Questions asked during the interviews were directed to answer the research questions. It was 
decided to divide the interviewees in 3 different blocks according to their backgrounds, areas 
of expertise and purpose of the interview. The first block was composed by 6 Environmental 
Consultants that are referred as EC#; in the second block 2 BIM SuperUsers and 4 Technical 
Responsibles for different disciplines were included and were referred as BS# and TR# 
respectively; finally, the third block was integrated by 2 clients from FUT which are referred 
as C#. More information about how interviews where structured according to each block can 
be found in Appendix II. The interviews had a length of 6-25 min, and this was because most 
of the interviewees had different experience and therefore, for some of them it was easier to 
provide longer answers for the questions, while some others couldn’t even give a certain 
answer. Never the less, it was considered that all the interviews were valuable for this 
research.  
 
The first interview was conducted the 15th of April of 2019 with David Jirout, the developer 
of the value-based visualization tool. The interview helped to understand the bases of the tool 
and why the developer thinks it can be a useful tool for decision-making support. It also 
helped to identify the most relevant stakeholders that could be potentially interested in the 
tool and that could achieve the biggest impacts by using it. It can be said that the first 
interview served as a background interview, however, some of the statements were included 
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as part of the results. The next 13 interviews were conducted on a period from the 27th of 
May until the 20th of June of 2019. Relevant information about the interviewees can be found 
in Table 1. Information about the participants of the interviews. Most of the interviews were 
conducted face to face while some others had to be done using Skype for Business. It was 
informed to all the participants that the interviews were going to be audio recorded for further 
analysis and transcript of them.  
 

Block Refered As Discipline Role in the 
Project 

Years of 
worked 

experience 

Previous 
Knowledge 

of LCA 

Previous 
Knowledge 

of BIM 
Date 

1 

EC1 
(Developer 

of BIM 
Vision) 

Environmental 
Impact 

Assessment 

Carbon and 
Resource 

Management/BIM 
SuperUser 

3 Yes Yes 10-
abr 

EC2 
Environmental 

Impact 
Assessment 

Climate 
Calculations 

Expert 
12 Yes Few 29-

may 

EC3 
Environmental 

Impact 
Assessment 

Technical 
Responsible 3 Few Few 30-

may 

EC4 
Environmental 

Impact 
Assessment 

Carbon and 
Energy 

Management 
7 Yes Few 05-

jun 

EC5 
Environmental 

Impact 
Assessment 

Carbon 
Management 6 Few No 10-

jun 

EC6 
(outside of 
the project) 

Environmental 
Consultant Not applicable 36 Yes Yes 11-

jun 

2 BC1 
BEST (Banna, 

El, Signal, 
Tunnel) 

BIM SuperUser 3 Few Yes 31-
may 
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BC2 Water and 
Sewage BIM SuperUser 4 No Yes 17-

jun 

TR1 HVAC/MEP Technical 
Responsible 8 No Yes 03-

jun 

TR2 Structure Technical 
Responsible 8 No Yes 10-

jun 

TR3 Sustainability Technical 
Responsible 6 Yes Few 20-

jun 

TR4 Geotechnics Technical 
Responsible 

More than 
10 No Few 13-

jun 

3 

C1 Sustainability 
Technical 

Responsible for 
SLL  

25-30 Yes Few 27-
may 

C2 Sustainability Sustainability 
Officer for SLL 3 Yes Few 19-

jun 

 Table 1. Information about the participants of the interviews. 

 
3.4.1 Method of Analysis for the interviews  
 
To be able to analyze the data gathered from the interviews, Kvale (1994) proposed to follow 
three different steps, which were followed during this research. The first step is to structure 
all the data gained from the interviews, which is normally done while transcribing. All the 
interviews were transcribed to be able to identify common relations in the different 
interviews, which made it easier to structure the relevant information according to each 
question. For this part, in each interview, the three research questions were analyzed 
separately to find central themes that were mentioned during the interviews. The second part 
consisted of a clarification of the material. This meant to eliminate all the superfluous 
material, such as digressions and repetitions, and distinguish between what is essential for 
the purpose of the study and what is not, making the data more amenable to read (Kvale, 
1994). The last step was to choose the proper method of analysis. Since there are different 
approaches to analyze data generated from the interviews, the chosen method of analysis for 
this research followed the meaning condensation approach.  
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In a qualitative research, the main point of the study is to demonstrate how one deals 
systematically with data that remain expressed in terms of ordinary language (Kvale, 1994). 
One of the main approaches for interview analysis and that was followed as a base for this 
research was meaning condensation. This method consists of compressing the long 
statements expressed by the interviewees into briefer statements in which the main sense of 
what is said is rephrased in a few words (Kvale, 1994). To develop this empirical 
phenomenology analysis, Kvale S. (1994) mentions five steps that are involved. Those steps 
go from understanding the interview and the “Natural Meaning Units” to develop descriptive 
statements for each interview. However, these steps were not followed as stated by Kvale S. 
(1994), and a similar approach that could fit better for this research was developed. 
 
This new approach followed the bases of what Kvale S. (1994) stated in his book “Doing 
Interviews” for the analysis of the interviews when meaning condensation wants to be used. 
The first thing needed to be done was to read through the whole interview to get a sense of 
the whole. The second step was to determine the “Natural Meaning Units”, which will be the 
main statements of the interviewees. Thirdly, the theme that dominated the natural meaning 
units were stated as simple as possible. In this part of the method, it was important for the 
researcher to read the answers from the subjects without any subjectivity, to avoid prejudice 
and to thematize the statements form the point of view of the subjects as understood by the 
researcher. The fourth and last step consisted on interrogating the “natural meaning units” in 
terms of the specific purpose of the study, which means that the themes of the meaning units 
were addressed with respect to the research questions, in other words, a thematization was 
made according to those “natural meaning units”. In the result section each research question 
was analyzed according to the themes of their natural meaning units.  
 

3.4.2 Interview ethics 
 
Ethical problems in interview research arise particularly because of the complexities of 
“researching private lives and placing accounts in the public arena” (Miller et al. 2012, p. 1). 
This means that through the whole process of interview investigations, potential ethical 
concerns should be taken into consideration from the very start of the research and to the 
final delivery of the report (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). To ensure a good handling of the 
ethical issues of interviewing, this section will focus in four ethical issues which are informed 
consent, confidentiality, consequences and the role of the researcher.  
 
The first thing that the researcher needed to do before performing an interview was to inform 
to the participants about the overall purpose of the investigation, as well as of any possible 
risks and benefits from participation in the research project (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). This 
is known as informed consent, which also involves obtaining the voluntary participation of 
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the interviewees and informing them of their right to withdraw from the study at any time, 
but also the researcher needs to provide information about who would have access to the 
research and where it will be published (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). All this information 
was provided to the participants to respect their capacities to make decisions and avoid 
harming them in any way, which lead us to the issue of consequences. Since the participants 
were given a brief description of the study and what was going to be used for, they were 
aware of all the consequences but also benefits that their participation would bring to the 
research.  
 
Apart from getting the consent from the participants and tell them about the consequences of 
participating in the study, confidentiality was also discussed. Confidentiality in research 
studies refers to agreements with participants about what may be done with the data that arise 
from their participation in the study (Kaiser, 2012). To protect the confidentiality of the 
participants, it was decided to keep all the participants anonymous and refer to them as EC#, 
TR#, BS# and C# accordingly. Never the less it was asked to the participants for their consent 
to include other kin of information, such as Discipline, Role in the Project, Years of worked 
experience and Previous knowledge in BIM and LCA. 
 
The role of the researcher as a person was the final aspect that was took into consideration to 
ensure a good quality on the ethics of this research. In studies where interviewing is the main 
method of research, the moral integrity of the researcher, his or her empathy, sensitivity, and 
commitment to moral issues and actions has to be taken into consideration (Kvale & 
Brinkmann, 2009). Kvale & Brinkmann (2009) says that the researcher’s integrity is 
magnified for being the main instrument for obtaining the knowledge, so at the end the 
decisive factor for ensuring good ethics on the research lied on the knowledge, experience, 
honesty and fairness of the researcher, which attended to be as moral and ethical as possible. 
To the ethical requirements of the researcher also belongs a strict adherence to the scientific 
quality of the knowledge published, thus the findings from the research needed to be as 
accurate and representative to the field of study as possible (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009).  
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4. Description of the case study – Development 
of the New Nacka Metro Station 

 
Stockholm’s Subway opened its first track in 1950, having today about 100 different stations 
with almost half of them running underground (Alfredsson et al., 2000). All the different 
stations together form three colored main lines (with different start and end stations). Lines 
number 17, 18 and 19 form the main green line; the red main line consists of lines 13 and 14; 
and lines number 10 and 11 belong to the blue main line; all of them passing the central 
station (T-Centralen), which makes it a very central subway system (Alfredsson et al., 2000). 
Due to the exponential growth of Stockholm, the Stockholm County Council (SLL) has 
decided to expand the Stockholm’s Subway system. Sweco and Typsa consultancies, have 
been commissioned by Metro Development (FUT) within the SLL to project the extension 
of the Blue Line (Tunnelbana 3) from Kungsträdgården towards Nacka and South Stockholm. 
It is a stretch of a total of 11.3 km with seven new stations being built underground. A map 
of the development of the extension of Blue Line which was commissioned to Sweco and 
Typsa can be found in Figure 18. 
 

 
Figure 9. Map of the new metro stations that are being designed by Sweco and Typsa. 

One of the main objectives under the transport policy from the Swedish Transport 
Administration is to limit the energy use and climate impact of the transport system (Toller, 
2018). The transport system affects the climate through emissions from traffic and emissions 
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from construction, operation and maintenance of the infrastructure, being the latter the most 
significant (Toller, 2018). Therefore, the Government’s infrastructure bills from 2008 and 
2012 have emphasize that decision guidance documents should include the climate impact 
of infrastructure from a life cycle perspective which will be necessary to reach Sweden’s goal 
of net zero emissions of greenhouse gases by 2045, in accordance to what was stablished in 
the Swedish political climate framework of 2017. 
 
Therefore, one of the main requests from the client (FUT) for the “extension of the subway 
blue line” was to perform climate calculations, with a life-cycle perspective, to determine the 
carbon footprint (kg of CO2eq.) of the project at different stages. The explanation for this 
request was to provide different solutions to reduce the carbon footprint and compare them 
on a network level and throughout the whole design process for the specific solutions chosen, 
until the construction is finished. Taking this opportunity, the New Nacka Metro Station was 
chosen as a real-life case study to perform automated climate calculations to fulfill the client 
requirements, using the advantages of BIM technologies.   
 
The climate calculations were performed using the impact correlations that include emissions 
from raw material extraction, processing and transportation for the materials and processes 
included in the Klimatkalky developed by STA and which is explained with more detail 
under the section 2.2.1. This Klimatkalkyl was not used to perform the climate calculations, 
but to collect the data from the impact correlations previously mentioned. The reason for 
using the data from the Klimatkalkyl was to gather the information about the different 
emission factors according to the classified components by materials, which was at the same 
time a requisite from the client to use this data due to its representativeness of the local 
materials. In Appendix III it can be found a table including all the materials and processes 
that are included in the Klimatkalkyl with their respective GWP emission factor and unit, 
plus the densities of the materials in kg/m3. 
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5. Results 
 
The following part will present the results of the research and how they were accomplished. 
The production of the results was divided in two parts according to the two objectives (setting 
up the Solibri model and performing the interviews). The first part will focus on the results 
of the development of the Solibri model to perform the automated climate calculations which 
results were used for the value-based visualization of carbon footprints of the components. 
In the second part, the analysis of the interviews was conducted to interpret what the 
interviewees think of the visualization tool and the automated climate calculations and to 
assess how it can be used as a support tool to aid the decision-making process to achieve 
projects with lower carbon footprints. This was possible by using a thematization from the 
different interviews which the results will be presented in section 5.2. 
 

5.1 Results on the development of the Solibri Model and performance 
of the automated climate calculations 
 
The first step after having created the main model was to perform a duplicate detection to 
ensure that no components were being duplicated. This was possible to do inside of SMC, 
which allows the user to identify components that are being part of more than one of the 
imported models and therefore,  avoid double counting them. After assuring that there were 
no duplications, it was possible to continue and start the classification process of the 
components to perform the automated climate calculations. The new main model was used 
to classify in an automated way, all the different components by materials. Figure 10 shows 
an example on how this classification of the components into materials was performed. The 
information lying under the subtitles “Type, Material and Description” was part of the 
metadata entered by the modelers and designers that was used to identify the type of material 
for each different component. The classification of materials helped to classify them further 
by “included” and “not included” components, from where spaces and openings were 
excluded. Figure 11 shows the settings of this classification step and Figure 12 shows how 
the model looked when applying that classification. 
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Figure 10. Classification of the components by materials. 

 
Figure 11. Classification settings of included (yellow) and not included (pink) components. 
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Figure 12. Visualization of the 3D model classification of included (yellow) and not included (pink) components in 

Solibri. 

The next step was to classify the materials according to their density in kg/m3. Since not all 
the components inside of the models used all the materials that can be found in the 
Klimatkalkyl, just those materials that were encountered were classified. After that it was 
possible to add the GWP emission factor and then by GWP unit. Klimatkalkyl, developed by 
the STA, was used as a base to get the information about the GWP emission factors and their 
units of the different materialswhich is explained in section 2.2.1. Figure 13 shows the 
settings of the classification of materials by their density in kg/m3, Figure 14 shows the 
settings of the classification of materials by GWP emission factor while Figure 15 shows the 
classification of materials in GWP unit.  
 
One of the characteristics when doing classification in SMC is that it allows you to colorize 
components based on their classification names, as shown in Figure 16. This gave the 
opportunity to colorize the classified components by GWP emission factor using a blue-to-
red gradient based on the lowest-to-highest value of the emission factor. The use of this 
functionality provides aid for further understanding of the information that is being 
visualized in the 3D model, as showed in Figure 17. Once all the classifications were finished, 
it was time to export the information of the components necessary to perform the climate 
calculations (i.e., volumes, areas, lengths, materials, densities and GWP emission factor) to 
an Excel file template with predefined formulas to calculate their total carbon footprint using 
the ITO function inside SMC. More information about the ITO functionality can be found in 
section 3.3.1.  
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Figure 13. Classification settings of the materials by density. 

 
Figure 14. Classification settings of the materials by GWP emission factor from Klimatkalkyl. 
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Figure 15. Classification settings of the materials by GWP unit from Klimatkalkyl. 

 
Figure 16. Classification settings of GWP emission factors and colored classification names using a blue-to-red gradient 

based on the lowest-to-highest value. 
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Figure 17. Visualization of the GWP emission factors 3D model  by using a blue-to-red gradient based on the lowest-to-

highest values of the emission factors in Solibri. 

The first time that the automated climate calculations were performed, it was found that some 
components were getting unrealistic amounts of kg of CO2 eq. Despite that the models used 
had a LoMD good enough to perform the automated climate calculations, it appeared that 
SMC was counting the volumes of the voids in some components as part of the total volume 
of the component, which gave wrong volume values when performing the ITO, which 
affected the results of the climate calculations. Figure 18 shows an example where a “Cable 
Carrier” had a total volume of 70.72m3, which was a wrong value for the component and 
which calculations are explained below in Equation 1. Figure 19 shows how in the “Cable 
Carrier” voids have been added, but SMC is counting that space as part of the whole volume 
of the component. It is important to mention that the GWP Unit was selected according to 
each material and process from the Klimatkalkyl, which could also change the Volume to 
other variables such as Length and Area of the components. Information about all the 
materials and GWP Units can be found in Appendix III. 
 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗  𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∗  𝐺𝑊𝑃 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝐺𝑊𝑃 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 (1)  

 7900 𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄  ∗  70.72 𝑚3 ∗  1.87 𝑘𝑔 𝐶𝑂2𝑒𝑞/𝑘𝑔 = 104476.56 𝑘𝑔 𝐶𝑂2𝑒𝑞 (1)  
 
The main intention at the beginning of the research was to include all the models from the 
different civil disciplines in the climate calculations but since problems regarding volumes 
of different components appeared in some of the models (Signal, Electricity and Water and 
Inner Sewage) integrating the main model it was decided to exclude them from the climate 
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calculations. For purposes of this research, the results were not as important as the process 
to perform the climate calculations and the way of interpreting the results, therefore, it was 
decided that just the Structural and Geotechnical models were going to be analyzed and used 
for the automated climate calculations and the visualization of the carbon footprint of their 
component’s materials. 
 
After leaving just the Structural and Geotechnical models in the analysis, the ITO function 
was used again to export the information to Excel, perform the climate calculations 
(following Equation 1 principles) and export back to SMC the final GWP results for each 
material and produce the last 3D model. The “Reinforcement Bar” components that already 
included information about the “Total Rebar Weight” didn’t followed Equation 1 since it was 
not necessary to use the density to calculate the total weight of the component. Instead, 
Equation 2 was used in this case. Components that excluded information about the “Total 
Rebar Weight” were calculated following Equation 1. 
 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ∗  𝐺𝑊𝑃 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝐺𝑊𝑃 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 (2)  
 
 The final calculations gave a total carbon footprint of 6684446 kg of CO2eq for all the 
components included in the Structural and Geotechnical models. Figure 20 shows a snap of 
the Excel file used for the final automated climate calculations where only the Structural and 
Geotechnical models were included. After that, the total GWP in kg of CO2eq of each 
material was summarized and exported to a new Excel sheet where the colors were then 
assigned using a yellow-to-red gradient based on the lowest-to-highest value, which can be 
found in Table 2. Total carbon footprint of the classified materials. The final step was to 
export those colors and the results of the total carbon footprints per material back to the SMC 
model to color the different components according to their aggregated results. Figure 21 
shows the classification settings of the total carbon footprint of each classified material in the 
model and colored classification names, while Figure 22 shows the total carbon footprint of 
each classified material in the Solibri model.  
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Figure 18. Automated climate calculations with components showing wrong volumes. 

 
Figure 19. Section of the "Cable Carrier" showing the voids inside the component that SMC counts as part of the whole volume for one of the Cable Carriers components. 
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Figure 20. Automated climate calculations for the Structural models. 

 
Material  GWP [kg CO2eq]  Color 

Reinforced concrete 6 192 580   
Reinforcing steel 87 481   

Stainless steel 1 368   
Steel, general value, 

average EU 403 329   
Table 2. Total carbon footprint of the classified materials. 
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Figure 21.Classification settings of the total carbon footprint of each classified material in the model and colored 

classification names using a yellow-to-red gradient based on the lowest-to-highest value. 

 

 
Figure 22. Visualization of the aggregated results in the 3D model using a yellow-to-red gradient based on the lowest-to-

highest value. 
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5.1.1 Issues encountered while developing the Solibri model 
 
As mentioned before, the first step to answer the research questions was to create a Solibri 
model that could integrate all the models from the different civil disciplines that the client 
(FUT) asked to perform climate calculations. However, the main problem that was found 
when developing the Solibri model was that not all the models were useful or able to integrate 
into Solibri, due to some external issues that the researcher didn’t have the power to solve. A 
description of those issues can be found below: 
 

• Models in 2D: Not all the disciplines developed their models in 3D, and therefore, 
were not able to use. 
 

• Models with different LoD: At the time when the models were gathered, they were 
having different LoD, which is related to the graphical content inside of the models. 
Most of them were in a conceptual stage were the components had basic geometries, 
which gave unrealistic results when performing the climate calculations. 

 
• Models developed in different formats: Most of the models that were developed in 

3D, could not be found in an open standard form (IFC), because of this, when 
imported to Solibri, it was not possible to produce calculations due to the fact that 
Solibri only can fully operate with IFC models. 

 
• Models missing metadata: Metadata is a set of data that describes and gives 

information about another data. In this case two different source of metadata were  
missing in some of the models: 

 
o Components missing material information: This happened because not all 

the models were being produced at the same time and some of them were in 
a stage of the design phase were the materials or some of the materials for the 
components were not yet defined.  

 
o Components missing reinforcement steel information: Not all the 

components had specified their amount of reinforcement steel. It was decided 
to add 100kg/m3 to the components that needed and that were missing this 
information, to have a more estimated real values for the climate calculations. 

 
• Models with different formats of presenting their metadata: Some of the models 

had all the metadata needed and were developed in a correct IFC format but had 
different ways to present their metadata. Some of the modelers were adding the 
metadata in the models for the same parameters in different ways, which complicated 
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the classification of the components. Figure 23 shows an example of how the material 
parameter has different ways to present the metadata for the “Concrete” material, 
which increase the amount of work for the user and could increase risks of making a 
wrong classification. 
 

 
Figure 23. Example of different ways to present metadata about the materials from different models. 

5.2 Interview Results 
 
During the development of this study, a total of 14 interviews were conducted, from where 2 
of them were with actors working with the client (C1, C2), 11 with actors from 7 different 
disciplines working on the project (EC1, EC2, EC3, EC4, EC5, BS1, BS2, TR1, TR2, TR3, 
TR4) and 1 environmental consultant from outside the project (EC6) but that was considered 
due to his many years of worked experience. This section will present the results of the 
different interviews according to their central themes that were related to answer the 3 
research questions. Table 3. Research Questions and Central Themes, shows all the themes 
founded in the interviews. 
 

Research Question Central Themes 

In what ways automated 
climate calculations and the 

use of a valued-based 
visualization tool for carbon 
footprints could support the 
decision-making process in 
the design of a construction 

Visualization of different environmental impacts and other types of 
data 

Change the way environmental consultants work 
Change the way other consultants work 

Use as a communication tool 
Increase the efficiency of climate calculations 

Complement for the way climate calculations are being done 
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project into a low-impact 
design proposal  ? Not aplicable for everyone 

What are the strengths and 
weaknesses of performing 

automated climate 
calculations and using a 

value-based visualization 
tool for carbon footprints? 

Simplicity of use and easy understanding 
Few knowledge needed 

Interest from other disciplines regarding environmental aspects 

Automatization of some other steps 
Need of more experience 

Low LoMD inside of the models 
Lack of BIM standards in some disciplines 

When should the automated 
climate calculations and the 

visualization tool be 
implemented to have the 

greatest influence for 
choosing more sustainable 

alternatives? 

Use of the tool for the entire design process 

Use of the tool through the whole construction project 

Table 3. Research Questions and Central Themes. 
 
5.2.1 Research Question 1 – Central Themes and Results 

This section will cover the results from the central themes that helped answering the research 
question: “In what ways could automated climate calculations and the use of a valued-based 
visualization tool for carbon footprints support the decision-making process of the design 
phase of a project into a low-impact design proposal?”. The first part will focus on the 
visualization of the results and the second part on the production of the automated climate 
calculations. 

In this first part, one theme that was present during the interviews was to change the way 
environmental consultants work. Two respondents mentioned that it is sometimes hard for 
the environmental consultants to make their work understandable in an easy way, so they 
hope that this tool could help the environmental consultants integrate more with the other 
disciplines. EC1 mentioned that as a BIM coordinator who usually sits in the core design 
team, environmental consultants are sort of on the outskirts, and that they are not fully 
integrated as other disciplines, like structures or architect. EC4 said that she has realized that 
between different disciplines, sometimes they don’t speak the same technical language, 
which makes the communication process more difficult. She believes that environmental 
consultants should adapt themselves and use new technologies to acquire new knowledge 
and be able to speak “the same language” between different disciplines. EC1 hopes to 
integrate environmental consultants work material with the BIM models, where collision 
controls, calculations of areas, and all kinds of applications are made, so that everyone could 
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work with one same file, that environmental consultants could use to deliver feedback on the 
regular basis on how the project is doing from the environmental perspective.  

The wish to use it as a communication tool was not only in EC1 and EC4 minds, but three 
other participants confirmed it by saying that they would like to use it to communicate their 
results with different stakeholders (EC3, EC6, C1). Some of those relevant stakeholders 
mentioned were authorities and municipalities, building owners and users, contractors and 
designers. EC3 thinks that the biggest plus for her will be to communicate with the carbon 
management team and designers by visually showing them in the model where the problem 
areas are. 

 
But not only environmental consultants should change their way of working. This theme of 
changing the way the other consultants work was mentioned by 3 participants. EC6 believes 
that at some point, authorities and municipalities, as well as building owners and users,  will 
ask for some environmental requirements that the designers will need to start taking into 
consideration. “I think that all of the disciplines will benefit from seen that what they do have 
climate impact. It wouldn’t be hard to look at the model and look at the climate impact if it’s 
already there” (EC3). TR3 thinks that it could be a good tool for the designers so they could 
visualize the climate effect of what they are designing, and make it easier for them to 
understand the climate effects of their design. 

However, two technical responsibles mentioned that for their disciplines this tool may not be 
that useful because for now, they don’t have any environmental requirements, or they don’t 
have influence in the decision of materials. The theme “not applicable for everyone” was 
brought by TR4 when he said that in the geotechnical discipline, they haven’t been involved 
within environmental aspects because they don’t have the power to influence on the selection 
of materials, which are decided mainly by the client. BC2 confirmed this issue when he said 
that for his team, this tool won’t be so useful, because they don’t have any environmental 
requirements. 

In the other hand, this tool has also the power to produce automated climate calculations, 
which was also mentioned by some environmental consultants. EC4 mentioned in her 
interview that she hopes that this way of performing the climate calculations could increase 
the efficiency of the normal work. She said that normally they need to wait for the other 
disciplines so that they get the right amounts and do the climate calculations at the end of 
each stage, and since they are doing them in a late stage, she hopes that this can make the 
climate calculations deliveries much faster. 

But a part of the increase in efficiency EC4 also mentioned that this way could also reduce 
errors by being sure that the right amounts are being used. This reduction of errors theme 
was also mentioned by TR3 when she talked about using the right amounts that are in the 
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models and that with this way it will be possible to avoid double counting components in 
order to perform more accurate calculations. But when asked if this tool should replace the 
way climate calculations are being developed now or work as a compliment, both of C1 and 
C2 agreed that this tool should work as a complementary tool right now, but that probably it 
has the potential to work as a solo tool on the future. 

Finally, it was also mentioned by EC3 and TR3 that apart from being a tool that visualize 
carbon footprints it could also visualize other environmental impacts that soon will be also 
of big interest or that sometimes are hard to communicate. EC3 mentions that they have tried 
to use visual aids like GIS maps and BIM technologies to make the communication much  
easier. “We have done GIS maps where we include environmental aspects like noise and 
trees, because seeing it on a map makes it more real than just talking about it or seeing 
numbers” (EC3). 

As mentioned by EC3, the use of different technologies such as BIM and GIS, has been used 
as an aid to represent different environmental aspects that sometimes it is hard to visualize, 
especially when the discussion is not inside of your area of expertise, and that is one of the 
reasons why visualization can work as a strong communication tool. But apart from 
visualizing environmental aspects, this tool has the power to visualize any type of data that 
can be extracted from a BIM model. As EC1 mentioned during his interview, the potential 
of  this tool is endless. “It is basically integrating Excel data with 3D objects in a systematic 
way and depending on the type of data that you have in your Excel, it can be applied to 
visualize any other type of value-based data” (EC1).  

5.2.2 Research Question 2 – Central Themes and Results 

This section will cover the results from the central themes that helped answering the research 
question: “What are the strengths and weaknesses of performing automated climate 
calculations and using a value-based visualization tool for carbon footprints?”. The first 
part of this section will talk about the strengths and then it will focus on the weaknesses of 
the use of this tool. 

The main strength of this tool is that it is very easy to understand what the results represent. 
You can identify in a simple way different hotspots by looking at the 3D model of the actual 
project and because the results are being represented by colors, you don’t need to be an expert 
to understand what is “good or bad”. This simplicity of use and easy understanding was one 
of the key aspects that EC1 wanted to achieve. From the perspective of the consumer of the 
information, we use colors that are alarming for values that are way too high, and these colors 
are adapted to the cultural context. So, the idea is that when you open up the model you will 
automatically understand what components or systems are problematic. EC1 would like to 
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create some kind of native language that would transcend the numbers and the needs to 
understand LCA and simplify consumption of that information in itself. 

This theme was also brought by other two interviewees who also think that visualization is a 
strong tool due to the fact that it is easy to understand. EC3 said that most people are visual 
people and to see something using different colors and the actual 3D model instead of talking 
in terms and numbers, may actually help on the decision-making process, so everybody could 
have the same image of the problem. EC6 expressed that this will aid the decision makers 
that are not experts in some areas but that have interest on them to understand different types 
of data by visualizing it in a 3D model. 

This simplicity of use and understanding also made it possible to be used by non-experts. 
When asked about their experience in BIM, just one person said to not have knowledge about 
it, seven mentioned to have a few knowledge, and six expressed to have more experience in 
this topic. However, when they were asked about their knowledge in LCA, two persons said 
to have few, five mentioned to not have and seven said that they had, from where they were 
all environmental consultants or similar. When they were asked about the necessity to have 
knowledge in BIM and LCA to understand the tool, the majority agreed that to just 
understand the results maybe few knowledge was needed, while some others said that it was 
not necessary; but for purposes of performing the climate calculations, they all agreed that 
some knowledge would be necessary to completely understand how the tool works. Some of 
the quotes for the few knowledges needed theme, that the interviewees answered when they 
were questioned about the need of experience in BIM and LCA are presented below: 
 
“…even if I don´t know anything about LCA or BIM, I could see a red building made out of 
concrete or a blue building made out of wood for example (based on the GWP of each 
material), so it is easier for me to identify the best solution.” (C1). 
 
“I think that if you are not into those kind of fields (BIM and LCA) it’s quite easy to 
understand it anyway.” (EC2). 
 
“Not if you are not the one performing the climate calculations, because if you can understand 
the results, then you don’t really need to understand what is under the hood. It can still be a 
helpful tool for communicating.” (TR1). 
 
Finally, one last strength that was found was the interest from other disciplines regarding 
environmental aspects. New disciplines are started to get interested on knowing the 
environmental impacts that their disciplines produce, and this can be a tool that could help 
them start implementing an environmental perspective to have a more sustainable approach. 
Two of the interviewees commented about this theme. EC2 said that he has been told by 
people from other disciplines that they are interested in seeing the environmental impacts as 
well as many other parameters they can see about an object, so they could surely be helped 
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on raising questions and understand how the design will influence the environment. From the 
Structural discipline, TR2 commented that structural engineers would like to have from the 
beginning, environmental information about the chosen materials and that it is important to 
consider the lifespan and the costs of the materials, but that environmental aspects should be 
also an important aspect to consider. 
 
Despite of the strengths of this tool, several limitations were also found. Firstly, three of the 
interviewees mentioned that this tool still has a lot of steps that could be automated to be 
more efficient and to produce faster climate calculations. EC1 mentioned that some of the 
steps during the import and export of information through Excel could be automatized, while 
two others (EC2, C2) mentioned that it could be really helpful to visualize the climate 
calculations in the actual design model, without needing to change to another software. 

One other limitation that was mentioned by an interviewee (C1) was the need of more 
experience on this way of performing the climate calculations, so with more experience, 
times can be reduced and then a comparison between the other method could be made to 
select the most effective alternative. 

Another limitation, which is believed to be one of the most important, was the low LoMD 
inside of the models. It was mentioned by some interviewees that the lack of metadata inside 
of the models will be the main problem because the information inside of them (LoI), and 
the geometry of their components (LoD), will determine the possibility for conducting the 
climate calculations this way. BC1 said that the materials are not usually defined from the 
beginning, and if you don’t know the materials, it would be impossible to produce the right 
climate calculations. BC1 mentioned that in his case, they just start including the materials 
in the detailed design stage, but before that they didn’t include them. TR1 said that when it 
comes to BIM, it is easy to do a concept where everything is in the right place but to get 
everyone to do it in a large scale in every project, that is the tricky part. 

Finally, the last and maybe most important limitation that was found is the lack of BIM 
standards in some disciplines. If a discipline is not developing their models in an IFC format 
or following the BIM standards, then those models won’t have the possibility to fully operate 
with BIM technologies. EC4 gave an example of this issue by mentioning that in this project, 
it was only possible to visualize the Structural and Geotechnical models but not the rest of 
the disciplines, which was also confirmed by EC5. 

5.2.3 Research Question 3 – Central Themes and Results 

Finally, this last section will cover the results from the central themes that helped answering 
the research question: “When should the automated climate calculations and the 
visualization tool be implemented to have the greatest influence for choosing more 
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sustainable alternatives?”. When asked about their opinion for the perfect time to start using 
this tool, the majority of the interviewees agreed that since the early design stages it should 
be necessary to use, in order to achieve major influence in the design of the project, but also 
during later stages of the project, to continue reporting the carbon footprints as the model is 
being developed.  

Some of the quotes expressed by those actors that supported the use of the tool for the entire 
design process, are presented below: 

“I would like to use this tool in all of the design stages, because it is important for us to 
deliver our climate calculations at end of each stage but also when we are working with 
measures we need to be there in an early stage, so we can show each technical discipline 
that if they work with this, then you will have this amount of climate impact.” (EC4). 
 
“I think that always when it comes to sustainability, environment and climate, it would be 
good to use it as early as possible when you can still change the design so you could have a 
great effect, but also to show one visualization of what we started with and another 
visualization of the final result” (TR3). 

 
Apart from the ones that believed that was better to start implementing it through the whole 
design phase, some of them said that it could be implemented as early as the planning phase 
when the development of the project actually begins, and when bigger decisions can be made. 
This theme was called use of the tool as early as the project begins until the end. EC2 
mentions that as soon as it is possible to draw the sketch up of a model, you may have 
indicators, so the architects or designers could see the impacts right from the start because 
you get less and less possibilities to reduce the impacts of the construction components as 
the time pass. BC1 also believes that it should be used since the beginning of the project, 
even if the information is not 100% sure, so it can start increasing the efficiency since the 
beginning. He mentions that if it would be implemented later, it can increase the efficiency 
even more, but that, as mentioned already before, it will all depend on the level of 
development of the components in the models. 

 
When asked to BC2 about what he thought about this, he mentioned that the tool should be 
implemented as soon as the materials are started to being selected but the most important 
thing should be that since the beginning of the project it should be decided if the tool will be 
used or not, so the modelling designers could include the necessary information to produce 
the climate calculations and be more time efficient. 
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6. Discussions 
 
This part of the study will discuss two different sections. First of all, the issues and limitations 
encountered during this research will be addressed. Secondly, all the problems that were 
found during the production of the automated climate calculations will be discussed and some 
design principles for the performance of correct automated climate calculations with BIM 
models will be provided. Finally, the results from the interviews will be analyzed separately 
according to the results from the performance of the different interviews but also it will 
include the experience that the researcher had during the development of the automated 
climate calculations. 
 

6.1 General Limitations 
 
One of the major limitations that the study faced was the lack of metadata contained in the 
BIM models since most of them were in early design stages, having a low LoMD. Peng C. 
(2016) has reported that during the design phase of a project there is usually missing data, 
which leads to more assumptions. During this study no assumptions were made, thus only 
the models that were in the detail design stage and that contained a sufficient LoI and LoD 
to perform the climate calculations were used. 
 
Regarding the LCA part of this study, all the GWP emission factors came from databases of 
the materials inside the Klimatkalkyl developed by the STA. This limited the possibility to 
try other databases that could have similar materials with different GWP emission factors. 
Another point that needs to be addressed in this section is that the study only focused in the 
Global Warming Potential (GWP) impact to show the carbon footprints of the components 
in the visualization tool. No other environmental impact categories were assessed, plus 
economic and social LCA were as well, outside the scope of this study.  
 
The mere nature of using a qualitative methodology represented some other issues for the 
study. First, as mentioned by Kvale S. (1994), there is no common procedure for interview 
research and the forms of interview analysis can differ widely according to the desired results. 
Secondly, the interviews were performed following an informal and semi-structured 
approach, which means that many analyses of the methodical decisions were made on the 
spot, during the performance of the interviews. These two issues may lead to subjectivity 
from part of the researcher which needed to be avoided.  
 
Finally, the available resources were one of the biggest limitations for the study. At first, it 
was intended to perform workshop where a focus group (formed by relevant actors; such as 
clients, decision-makers, designers and environmental consultants) could experience and use 
the visualization tool to understand how the automated climate calculations are being 
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performed and visualize the different carbon footprints from the components of a model, but 
due to some external issues, such as lack of time from the subjects and high costs to perform 
a workshop, it was not possible to do it. 
 

6.2 Design Principles for automated LCA with BIM models 
 
The development of the Solibri model was the starting point of this study. In theory, it would 
have been very simple to just extract all the information inside of the models and produce the 
quantity take-offs using the ITO function in SMC, but during the development of the climate 
calculations, different problems were encountered, which the majority was related to the LoD 
and LoI. To avoid these problems in the future, it is necessary to ensure that the BIM models 
will contain sufficient information for LCA purposes. Therefore, this section will cover some 
best practices that will ensure efficient automated climate calculations. 
 
Most of the times the materials don’t have a clear and consistence way of presenting their 
material information as showed in Figure 19. In order to save time and avoid making mistakes 
when classifying the components, an understandable and consistent way of presenting the 
materials needs to be used, in other words, standardization is needed. In a digitized process, 
information should be linked to each part throughout the whole life cycle. CoClass is an 
example of a Swedish standard for concepts and classification that contains all parts of the 
built environment, and which is based on two international standards: ISO 12006-2 and 
ISO/IEC 81346. It is also important to check that the components are being properly 
classified according to the terms of the IFC Class. If the components are being developed 
according to the IFC standards, then it will be very easy to filter the correct information 
needed for the study. 
 
It is also necessary to assure that the components that should contain voids have a high LoD, 
and that those voids are not being count as part of the whole volume of the component, 
otherwise those components that were supposed to be hollow will be counted as solids, giving 
higher emission values than the real ones. Further work could also be to include information 
about the estimated steel reinforcement inside the components. It is important to add the 
correct ratio of steel reinforcement because depending on that information, some components 
could have more emissions during the LCA of the project. 

 
It should be stablished, since the beginning of the project, the disciplines that will include 
LCA calculations. Since not all the disciplines can deliver models in IFC format it 
complicates the interoperability within those disciplines and those who use BIM parameters. 
It maybe also that some disciplines are not necessary for the climate calculations 
requirements that the project has, so the focus can be placed on those models that we already 
know will be performing automated climate calculations. 
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However, it is important to remember that the majority of the models will have different 
modelling practices that can still vary greatly between disciplines, purposes of the model, 
and even between those designers that have created the models. For this reason, it should be 
necessary to stablish since the beginning what would need to be included in the LCA, so all 
of those included models can be designed following the same standards and requirements to 
increase the usability of the models and the reliability of the results. 
 
6.3 Discussion about the results from the interviews 
 
One of the themes founded during the development of the interviews related to the first 
research question, was the need to change the way environmental consultants are working 
now. It looks like one of the biggest problems that environmental consultants have is when 
they need to communicate their results, because it may be complicated to make others 
understand what they want to transmit. The implementation of new technologies like GIS 
and BIM, are helping to develop new ways of communication that uses as main method 
visualization of data. This visualization allows all the relevant actors to have their same 
picture in their heads and avoids misunderstanding problems when different technical 
languages are being spoked. When asked about their experience with BIM, the majority of 
them mentioned to have few knowledge about it, but that are willing to learn more to be able 
to work with more new subjects. It is necessary that environmental consultants keep with the 
state-of-the-art technologies and take advantage of them to which will increase the efficiency 
when trying to transmit information that could be difficult to understand for other disciplines. 
 
Apart from the environmental consultants, it is necessary to change the way other 
consultants are working too. Maybe it is not mandatory to start including environmental 
aspects in all the disciplines if they don’t require too, but it is probably highly certain that in 
the future the environment and sustainability will acquire more attention. Even now, there 
are new requirements that are being asked by the clients to choose more sustainable options. 
One example of it is Byggvarubedömningen (BVB), which is a Swedish organization that 
perform assessments based on criteria on chemical content and life cycle aspects of a product 
or material. These assessments also use colors to represent the recommended choices and 
those that are not recommended due to their different environmental impacts. This BVB was 
used as a requirement for choosing more environmentally friendly materials in the Extension 
of the Blue Line of the Metro project, and the information was included in the BIM models 
as a parameter. Talking in a country level, the Swedish Government has commissioned on 
June 19th 2019 to the Swedish Housing Agency to prepare the introduction of requirements 
for a climate declaration that shall reduce the climate impact from buildings, from which one 
of the requirements is to develop an open database of relevant climate data that can be used 
for calculating climate impact from buildings (Government Offices of Sweden, 2019). This 
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declaration shall apply from the January 1st 2022, in addition to the goal to reach net zero 
emissions of greenhouse gases by 2045 (Government Offices of Sweden, 2017). 
 
Another benefit of this method is the possibility to perform automated climate calculations, 
which is expected to increase the efficiency of the way climate calculations are being 
developed now. As mentioned by some of the interviewees, the ability to extract directly the 
information that is inside of the model will avoid the risk of performing any calculations 
error, but also the ability to check collisions and duplicates will avoid double counting 
components in the models. The integration of BIM and LCA workflows can support the 
development and implementation of more sustainable way of thinking with the benefit that 
this integration could deliver continuously, documentation of the climate calculations in the 
various design stages of the BIM model (Röck et al., 2018). However, since this tool is a new 
tool that it has just been developed, it is necessary to get more experience on it to master all 
the steps and be able to compare the times and efficiency with the other way of performing 
the climate calculations. Because of this, and the fact that not all disciplines can work now 
with BIM, it should be used as a complementary tool for the normal way of developing the 
climate calculations, to mature enough before it could start working as a solo tool in the 
future.  
 
This should not be as a disadvantage, but instead as a potential advantage to encourage new 
actors that are not related to BIM and LCA to start adopting these methodologies. The 
simplicity of use and easy understanding of the whole process of making the automated 
climate calculations and visualizing the results of them allows this possibility. Not only 
technical professionals and actors working in the project could use those benefits, but it can 
also be used for the clients, authorities and even users, to allow them visualize, in the 3D 
model of the construction project, the carbon footprint that the development is having 
(Bouchlaghem et al., 2005).  
 
Regarding when it should be implemented, Röck et al., (2018) mentions in his study “LCA 
and BIM: Visualization of environmental potentials in building construction at early design 
stages”, that both LCA data and BIM components require a common granularity in both 
LCA data and BIM elements, as well as good standardization, to enable the automated data 
exchange for automated climate calculations. At the end the potential for this tool will rely 
on the level of development and granularity of both the BIM models and the LCA data 
available at each stage of the project (Röck et al., 2018).  
 
6.4 Future applications and research 
 
With the possibility to visualize any kind of data in SMC by using a value-based color 
gradient, the potential of this tool to be used as support decision tool is gigantic. When 
conducting an LCA, not only GWP is the only environmental impact assessed, thus it could 
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be great to use this tool to visualize other environmental impacts that may be of big relevance 
in the near future (e.g., acidification, eutrophication, ozone depletion, etc.), as mentioned by 
some of the interviewees; but its potential is not just limited to environmental impacts, it 
should also be possible to visualize other data of interest such as cost of the materials, thus 
future visualization of other types of data should be implemented.  
 
Another potential study could be to compare this way of making the climate calculations to 
the way Sweco is performing their calculations now. A SWOT analysis can be performed to 
identify the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of each option and help them 
decide whether this should replace the way of doing the climate calculations, be used as a 
complementary tool or not be used at all. This way of making automated climate calculations 
can be also compared to other different softwares that have similar functionalities such as 
OneClick LCA or Tally.  

 
Finally, regarding the LCA perspective, different environmental databases should be used to 
not be just limited to the emissions factors that the Klimatkalkyl from the STA is using. There 
are several databases for EPD which can increase the range of comparing different options 
of materials when developing the design of a project. 
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7. Conclusions 
 
This study examined he integration of BIM technologies with a LCA perspective to produce 
automated climate calculations and visualize the carbon footprint of each component in the 
3D model of a construction project. The design of the new Nacka Metro Station, which is 
part of the Extension of the Metro Blue Line project in Stockholm was used as a case study 
to perform the automated climate calculations. Different models from different disciplines 
were used in this study, but because not all where in the same design stage, most of the 
models had a LoI and/or LoD that was not mature enough to be used in the final calculations. 
At the end just the Structural and Geotechnical models were included as part of a main model. 
The total GWP of those models and of their components was calculated in kg of CO2eq, 
which was later visualized in the 3D main model. Later, the process of performing the 
automated climate calculations and the visualization of the results was showed to relevant 
actors of the project from where some participated in an interview. From the whole process 
of developing the model and classifications to perform the climate calculations, and through 
the development of the interviews, several conclusions can be drawn. 
 
First, it can be said that, apart from one of the interviewees, the rest of them had at least some 
knowledge about BIM, and that those ones that have just some basic experience, would like 
to be able to integrate new technologies in their works which increase the workflows and 
communication between different disciplines of a construction project. Regarding the LCA 
part of this study, all the interviewees agreed that it is necessary to consider the environmental 
impacts of a construction project and that having the possibility to visualize their impacts in 
the actual design of the project, would give them the possibility to achieve a more sustainable 
way of thinking and therefore provide designs with lower carbon footprints. However, it was 
discovered that not all the disciplines have environmental requirements. 
 
Secondly, to be able for this tool to have the greatest impact in a construction project, it 
should be established, since the early beginning of the planning process, if the tool will be 
used, and if so, it should settled when specifically it should be implemented (e.g., through 
the whole project, during the detail design stages, etc), and which disciplines will be included 
in the total climate calculations. This will allow each discipline to be prepared since the early 
beginnings of the project and bring standardization to the whole process. The lack of a 
common standard to present the information about the materials in the model difficulted the 
this way of making the climate calculations, plus it is recommended for the models to be in 
a detailed design phase to have a LoMD that is good enough to achieve more realistic results 
from the automated climate calculations. 
 
Finally, it was proved that data visualization can have great impact when communication  
needs to be done between different disciplines. It was mentioned, through the interviews with 
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all the environmental consultants and actors working with sustainability, that usually is 
difficult for them to transmit their results to stakeholders who don’t have the same technical 
knowledge. The possibility to visualize the carbon footprint of the components in the actual 
3D model of a construction project using a value-based color gradient, makes it 
understandable for anyone who can distinguish between the insensitivity of the colors in the 
gradient palette. It is an intuitive tool that can help the user to identify where the hotspots are 
and implement solutions for them.  
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Appendix I 
 
This Appendix shows some of the components that were included in each different discipline 
model with some of their information. It is important to mention that not all the components 
in the models were added in the Table below. 
 

Model Component Type Material 

Electrical 
Model 

Cable Carrier Cable Tray with Fittings:Ladder Cable Tray 

Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average, 
varmförzinkat 

Cable Carrier Conduit with Fittings:Pipe Corrugated PEH Polyeten, HDPE 
Cable Carrier 
Fitting BETONGSOCKEL:10 KABELRÖR D= 110 MM Betong, anläggning 
Cable Carrier 
Fitting EXTRA_UTGRÄVNING_I_STEN:Clearance_Box Unclassified 
Cable Carrier 
Fitting KABELBRUNN STRYSKAP:0.60x0.75 Armerad betong 

Cable Carrier 
Fitting KABELKONSOL:Kabelkonsol EST+Belysning 

Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average, 
varmförzinkat 

Cable Carrier 
Fitting KABELRÄNNA:410 GRUND Armerad betong 
Cable Carrier 
Fitting KABELRÖR EST+33kV+750V:12R 160mm 33kV Polyeten, HDPE 

Cable Carrier 
Fitting KONSOL_FÖR_KABELSTEGE:600x3 + 600x2 

Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average, 
varmförzinkat 

Cable Carrier 
Fitting M_Conduit Elbow - without Fittings - PEH:Standard Polyeten, HDPE 

Cable Carrier 
Fitting M_Ladder Horizontal Bend:Standard 

Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average, 
varmförzinkat 

Cable Carrier 
Fitting M_Ladder Reducer:Standard 

Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average, 
varmförzinkat 

Duct 
Rectangular Duct:BUSBAR TRUNKING 
SYSTEMS Unclassified 

Duct Fitting DUF-CAP-R15_common_rectangular:Standard Unclassified 

Duct Fitting 
DUF-ELB-
R15_common_rectangular_mitered:Standard Unclassified 

Object SKÅP:1350x900 3A Unclassified 
Object SKÅP:700x900 1A Unclassified 
Object SKÅP:750x300 Stryskap Unclassified 
Object SKÅP:900x700 Minusskap Unclassified 

Geotechnical 
Model 

Object G-16----EZN Betong, anläggning 

Object G-16BBC-EZN 
Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average 
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Object G-16BD--EZN 
Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Structural 
Model 

Reinforcing 
Bar DOWEL 

Armeringsstål 
(armeringsstänger) 

Reinforcing 
Bar MAIN BAR 

Armeringsstål 
(armeringsstänger) 

Reinforcing 
Bar ROCK_BOLT 

Armeringsstål 
(armeringsstänger) 

Reinforcing 
Bar STIRRUP 

Armeringsstål 
(armeringsstänger) 

Slab Concrete_PV-ML-1-0(?) Armerad betong 
Wall Concrete_PV-S-1-0(?) Armerad betong 
Footing 1000X1000 Armerad betong 
Slab Concrete_ST-1-0(?) Armerad betong 
Footing 800X1400 Armerad betong 
Wall Concrete_PV-NA-1-0(?) Armerad betong 

Beam b-0(?) 
Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average 

Column 1EXP-0(?) 
Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average 

Member RT-1001 Rostfritt stål 

Member VER-1001 
Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average 

Wall Concrete_PV-S-1-0(?) Armerad betong 
Discrete 
Accessory PL-0(?) 

Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average 

Discrete 
Accessory XST-0(?) 

Stål, generellt värde, 
EU - average 

Wall IVB 300 Armerad betong 

Water and 
Sewage Model 

Flow 
Terminal DN 110 Unclassified 
Flow 
Terminal Floor drain_160 mm 2 Unclassified 
Pipe PE - SDR 7.4 (Fusion) Unclassified 
Pipe PPR - SDR 7.4 (Fusion) Polypropylen, PP 
Pipe Fitting PE Unclassified 
Pipe Fitting PPR Polypropylen, PP 

Signal Model 

Door TNG_DS Unclassified 
Object ElectricalBox Unclassified 
Object MAS 500x400 Unclassified 
Object S21_SPARE_SPACE Unclassified 
Object Tunnelsignal.FloorSupport.2G_R_and_Y Unclassified 
Object Tunnelsignal.FloorSupport.G_R_and_Y Unclassified 
Object Tunnelsignal.FloorSupport.R Unclassified 
Object Tunnelsignal.FloorSupport.R_and_Y Unclassified 
Object Tunnelsignal.WallSupport.2G_R_and_Y Unclassified 
Object Tunnelsignal.WallSupport.G_R_and_Y Unclassified 
Object Tunnelsignal.WallSupport.G_and_R Unclassified 
Object Tunnelsignal.WallSupport.R Unclassified 
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Object Tunnelsignal.WallSupport.R_and_Y Unclassified 
Object Tunnelsignal.stoppbock Unclassified 
Roof Basic Roof:YT GENERIC 150 (PREFAB) Unclassified 
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Appendix II 
 
This Appendix shows how the configuration for the interviews was developed in relation to 
each of the 3 research questions. All the interviews followed and informal and semi-structure 
style, starting with introducing the research project and asking them for permission to audio 
record the interview. Then it was asked to the participants to introduce themselves by 
describing their discipline, role in the project, activities that they perform and years of work 
experience. This information provided a base for the researcher to ask more specific 
questions regarding the backgrounds of the participants.  
 
This section will present first the questions asked during the first interview with David Jirout 
which served as a base to elaborate the following interviews and that will be called 
Background Interview, however some of the questions during this interview were used as 
well to answer the research questions, therefore, those questions will not be included as part 
of the Background Interview but instead later in this Appendix. Then it will present the 
questions related to each of the research questions and information of what was intended to 
achieve during the interviews. Most of the questions were common questions asked to all the 
participants, however some specific questions were asked to some participants in relation to 
their experience. Those specific questions will be addressed to the specific participants.  
 
At the end of each interview, it was also asked to the participants if they wanted to add 
something else, to give them the freedom to express other concerns or information that they 
may have forgot to share. 
 
Background Interview questions 
 
How did you get the idea of developing a value-based visualization tool for automated 
climate calculations? 
 
To which public do you think it will be relevant to use this tool? Who may be interested in 
the tool? 
 
What is the future of this value-based visualization tool? What is the next big step that the 
tool will have? 
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Questions asked to answer the Research Question 1 

Do you think it is necessary to have experience in BIM and LCA to understand the process 
of the automated climate calculations and the value-based visualization of the carbon 
footprint? (Common question). 

Who do you think would be the stakeholders that can have the most benefits by using this 
tool? (Common question). 

How do you think this tool may help you in your role in the project? (Common question). 

Do you think this way of performing the climate calculations should replace the other way 
of doing it? Or should it be used as a compliment? (Question asked to the environmental 
consultants that were working with the climate calculations). 

Which method of presenting the results of climate calculations would you prefer, with 
numbers and graphs or by visualizing the carbon footprint of the components in a 3D model? 
(Question asked to the environmental consultants that were working with the climate 
calculations).  
 
Have you ever had trouble trying to present the results from the climate calculations to the 
client or other person of interest? (Question asked to the environmental consultants that were 
working with the climate calculations).  
 
How is the process of material selection in your discipline? (Question asked to all the 
Technical Responsibles and BIM SuperUsers).  
 

Questions asked to answer the Research Question 2 

2.- What are the strengths and weaknesses of performing automated climate calculations and 
using a value-based visualization tool for carbon footprints? 

What are your general thoughts about this decision-support tool? (Common question). 

What are the limitations and barriers to overcome when using this value-based visualization 
tools? (Common question). 
 
What are the gains that you expect to get from the users of the value-based visualization tool? 
(Common question). 
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Questions asked to answer the Research Question 3 

In which stage of a construction project do you think this tool should be implemented? 
(Common question). 

When do you think this tool could have its greatest impact in the decision-making process of 
a construction project and why? (Common question). 

What level of maturity do you think the models need to have to be applicable for use to 
produce the automated climate calculations? (Question asked to the participants with BIM 
experience). 
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Appendix III 
 
This Appendix shows a table including all the materials and processes that are included in 
the Klimatkalkyl developed by the STA with their respective GWP emission factor and unit. 
The densities used in this research for each of the materials in kg/m3 is also included.  
 

Materials and processes from 
Klimatkalkyl 

GWP Emission 
Factor GWP Unit Density 

(kg/m3) 
Aluminium 8,4 kg CO2eq/kg 2739 

Armeringsstål (armeringsstänger) 0,55 kg CO2eq/kg 
7850 

Asfalt , 6,2% bitumen 0,043 kg CO2eq/kg 721 
Avskogning 843 Kg CO2/m3 fub - 
Betong, anläggning 0,16 kg CO2eq/kg 2400 
Armerad betong 0,1756 kg CO2eq/kg 2500 
Bitumen  0,19 kg CO2eq/kg 1060 
Bly 0,58 kg CO2eq/kg 11340 
Cement (CEM I) 0,88 kg CO2eq/kg 1440 
Cement (CEM II) 0,7 kg CO2eq/kg 1440 
Diesel (MK 1) 2,86 kg CO2eq/l 820 
El 0,0973 kg CO2eq/kWh - 
Expanderad PS 3,38 kg CO2eq/kg 1050 
Fibercementskiva  1,09 kg CO2eq/kg 750 
Geotextil, PP textil 1,98 kg CO2eq/kg - 
Glas, härdat 1,09 kg CO2eq/kg 2580 
Glasfiber för optokabel 
(optokabel, optisk kabel, kabel 
med en eller flera optiska fibrer 
omgivna av skyddande höljen) 

1 kg CO2eq/kg - 

”Glass wool” för användning i 
batterier 1,54 kg CO2eq/kg - 

Granit 0,7 kg CO2eq/kg 2700 
Grus (vikt 1,5 ton/m3) 0,00376 kg CO2eq/kg 1500 
Kalk 0,98 kg CO2eq/kg 640 
Koppar 1,98 kg CO2eq/kg 8940 
Lastbil 0,12 kg CO2/tkm - 
Lättklinker (Lättfyllnads-
material) 0,33 kg CO2/tkm - 

Markisolering 0,98 kg CO2eq/kg - 
Naturgas 0,01 kg CO2eq/MJ - 
Neoprene elastomer 0,61 kg CO2eq/kg - 
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Polyamide, PA 9,3 kg CO2eq/kg 1100 
Polyesterväv 2,7 kg CO2eq/kg 1400 
Polyeten, HDPE 2 kg CO2eq/kg 965 
Polyeten, LDPE 2,1 kg CO2eq/kg 910 
Polypropylen, PP 2 kg CO2eq/kg 946 
Salt (NaCl) DOU 0,18035 kg CO2eq/kg - 
Sprängämne Tovex 2,5 kg CO2eq/kg - 
Styrene, för tillverkning av 
isolatorer 4,48 kg CO2eq/kg 

909 
Stål, generellt värde, EU - 
average 1,5 kg CO2eq/kg 

7850 
Stål, generellt värde, EU - 
average, varmförzinkat 1,87 kg CO2eq/kg 

7900 
Svavelsyra 0,246 kg CO2eq/kg - 
Syntetgummi (ballastmatta) 2,66 kg CO2eq/kg - 
Rostfritt stål 4,5 kg CO2eq/kg 8000 
Transformatorolja 0,28 kg CO2eq/kg 871 
Trä 59,2 kg CO2eq/m3 755 
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